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faint galaxies revealed.- Computer-linked microdensitometers: Performance, results and
expectations.- Results from surface photometry of extensive samples of galaxies.- High resolution in
galaxy photometry and imaging.- Surface photometry with the space telescope.- Accuracy and
improvements in galaxy photometry: Why and how.- Comparison of photographic and CCD surface
photometry of galaxies.- Photographic photometry of 16000 galaxies on ESO blue and red survey
plates.- Photometry and radio continuum observations of galaxies.- Galaxy photometry in the
infrared.- Galaxy photometry and X-ray astronomy.- Problems of galactic and extragalactic CO
photometry.- A study of star formation in Shapley-Ames spiral galaxies based on IRAS far-infrared
observations.- IRAS observations of the Magellanic clouds.- Contemporary dynamical problems - A
possible contribution to their solution by galaxy photometry.- The three-dimensional shape of
galaxies.- Dynamics of ellipticals: The case for 2-dimensional photometry.- Fine structure in elliptical
galaxies.- Can shells help to distinguish prolate from oblate elliptical galaxies .- Constraints on the
potential of barred galaxies from surface photometry and direct photography.- Blue and near-
infrared surface...
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It is simple in read through safer to comprehend. This is for anyone who statte that there was not a really worth reading through. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
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